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(Bio)linguistic diversity 
 
1. Chomsky (2004: 8) makes it explicit what the relation is between language variation and the faculty of 
language as a biological system. Variation can be seen as a correlate of ‘the growth of language in the 
individual’, in which the genetic endowment interacts with experience. The latter ‘leads to variation, 
within a fairly narrow range, as in the case of other subsystems of the human capacity and the organism 
generally’. On the basis of these conceptual premises we hardly expect variation to take the form of the 
broad generalizations entertained by the typological tradition, which takes as its starting point (not 
coincidentally) functionalist (hence fundamentally behaviorist) conceptions of language. Rather, the 
overall view that emerges from our study i s microparametric, in the sense that parameters reduce to 
elementary properties of lexical items at the interfaces, and these generally combine freely, up to the 
general consistency of the system. If this conclusion is correct, it contributes an argument in favor of the 
biolinguistic perspective, to the extent that this is the only model capable of predicting such variation. 
2. We shall consider one of the classical results of typological work, concerning the existence of an 
'animacy' hierarchy (Silverstein 1976, DeLancey 1981, Dixon 1994), in particular ranking 1st and 2nd 
person higher than 3rd person. Perhaps the best known application of the hierarchy is in split ergativity 
phenomena. However the same split is pervasive in the deceptively familiar Romance languages. Perhaps 
its more macroscopic manifestation is in Central and Southern Italian dialects in which auxiliary selection 
is determined by the person of the verbal paradigm. The distribution more often reported in the literature 
(cf. Kayne 1993) has avere 'to have' in the 3rd person and essere 'to be' in the 1st and 2nd person, as in (1) 
and much variation appears to maintain is basic shape (avere in the whole plural, etc.). However careful 
investigation reveals that the reverse pattern is also found, with essere in the 3rd person and avere in the 1st 
and 2nd – though in (2) for instance this paradigm is limited to the singular, the plural presenting avere in 
all persons.  

We argue that the key to the distribution in (1)-(2) – and what is more to the distribution in table (5) 
(Manzini-Savoia 2005, 2007) – is represented by the existence in Romance of dialects that allow for 
auxiliary avere (3) or auxiliary essere (4) over the entire paradigm. Since essere is the copula in all Italian 
dialects, in the absence of any further restrictions we expect it to embed participles on a par with any other 
nominal/ adjectival predicate – this immediately accounts for (4). To be more precise, while the copular 
interpretation appears to simply derive from the composition of the basic meanings of ‘to be’ and of the 
embedded nominal/ adjectival predicate, in the auxiliary - perfect participle, i.e. present perfect, reading 
some form of complex predicate formation (restructuring, reanalysis, etc.) takes place, whereby a single 
perfective state/event is interpreted.  

The pattern in (3) is one step more complex. Evidently, languages like Calascibetta (English, etc.) 
have a constraint in place whereby the present perfect/ complex predicate interpretation requires the 
embedding of the perfect participle under transitive avere. We can speculate that complex predicate 
formation involves the identification of the EPP argument of the participle with the matrix EPP argument; 
languages like  English or Calascibetta have an interpretive constraint in place whereby this requires the 
presence of a predicate with the transitivity/ external  argument property.  

Crucially, we argue that (1) and (1) simply represent the crossing of the essere vs. avere parameter 
independently exemplified in (3)-(4) with the animacy hierarchy independently needed to account for 
(among others) ergativity splits. In fact, we assume that what really is at stake is a split between discourse-
anchored referents (1st and 2nd person, i.e. hearer and speaker) and eventanchored referents (3rd person i.e. 
absence of discourse-anchored hearer/ speaker properties). The crossing of the essere vs. avere auxiliary 
parameter in (3)-(4) with the 1st/2nd vs. 3rd person split could in principle lead us to expect two systems, i.e. 
essere in the 1st and 2nd person vs. avere in the 3rd – and avere in the 1st and 2nd person vs. essere in the 3rd, 
precisely as observed in (4) and (5). 



3. Thus we conclude that parameters correspond to categorial (feature) splits, while variation depends on 
the interplay of the various categorial splits (parameters) which is indeed free as long as it is consistent 
with general grammatical principles. 
(1) S.Benedetto del Tronto (Marche) 

sN, Ri,  a, RDm?,      fDt?,  a    v?nu:t?/ vist? 
I.am you.are     s/he.has  we.are     you.are  they.have   come/ seen 

(2)  Morcone (Campania) 
addYo, a,   D menuto/durmuto 
I.have, you.have,  s/he is  come/slept 

(3) Calascibetta (Sicily) 
ajT, a,  a, amT,     atT,  anT   vInTtT/CTrmTtT 
I.have, you.have,  s/he.has,  we.have, you.have, they.have  come/ slept 

(4) Pescolanciano (Abruzzi) 
sNMg?, si,   D, sem?,      set?,  su?(nn?)          m?nu:t?/ d?rmu:t? 
I.am, you.are,    s/he.is,  we.are,    you.are, they.are come/ slept 

(5)  
  1ps 2ps 3ps 1pp 2pp 3pp 
(i) Poggio Imp. E E E E E A/E 
 Castelpetroso        
(ii) Roccasicura A/E E E E E E 
(iii) Capracotta A E E A/E A/E E 
(iv) Gallo Matese A/E E E E E A/E 
(v) Monteroduni A/E E E E E A 
 Miglionico       
(vi) Vastogirardi A/A-E E A-E E E E 
(vii) Colledimacine E E A-E E E A-E 
 Torricella Peligna      
 Borgorose-Spedino      
 Amandola       
 Ortezzano       
 Tufillo       
(viii) S.Benedetto T. E E A E E A 
 Campli,       
 Bellante       
 Canosa Sannita       
 Pescocostanzo       
 Pontecorvo       
 Sonnino       
(ix) Viticuso A/E E A E E A 
 S.Vittore       
(x) Sassinoro A/E E A/E A/E A/E A/E 
(xi) Secinaro A/E E A-E A/E A/E A/E 
 Guardiaregia       
(xii) Agnone A/E E A-E A A A/E 
(xiii) Bisceglie E E A A A A 
 Giovinazzo       
(xiv) Ruvo A/E E A~E A A A 
 Bitetto       
(xv) Popoli E E A-E A A A 
 Montenerodomo       
(xvi) Padula A/E E A-E A A A 
 Castelvecchio S.       
(xvii) Molfetta A/E E A A A A 
(App.) Monteparano A A/E A/E A A A 
 Minervino M. A/E A/E A-E A/E A/E A/E 
 Morcone A A E A A A 
 S.Giorgio S. A A E~A A A A 
 Giffoni       
 Frigento A A E-A A A A 
 Gravina A/E A E~A A A A 
 Viguzzolo A-E/A A-E/A A-E/A A A A 
 Aliano A A A-E A A A 
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